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BRAZIL FREED FROM FEARS

The Dallas (Texas) News has the following comment: "Previously interested

mainly in defending her long and exposed coast, Brazil has been freed from most of her

fears by the Allied occupation of French Africa, With Dakar no longer a dagger

pointing in her W. r direction, and with the, prospective elimination of Axis raiders

from the South Altantic, Brazil can turn to offensive action and to boosting her

output of strategic materials for other members of the United Nations,"

"The renewed flight of Rommel's array after its brief stand at El Agheila

can be accepted as a decisive action. The significance lies in the evident decision

of Hitler and his staff that no more than one fighting front can be maintained in

North Africa."

The Oakland Tribune states: Events in France and Holland serious as they are

in immediate consequences to the French and Dutch peoples nevertheless are powerful
evidence of Hitler* s desperate panic over his failure to win substantial support in

any conquered country to his new order
...

Now he turns to
~,,

a discredited Dutch Nazi in Holland to crack the whip for

him there, Anton Mussert named by Hitler as head of the Dutch people was an obscure

political failure, stunted and warped both physically and mentally. The lack of merit

Which caused him to fail to win decent fame now gives him an ascendency in infamy
only secondto Laval’s,

ANOTHER WINTER NIGHTMARE

The New York Times states:"Every day’s news from Russia confirms the belief

that for the second time the Nazis have suffered a decisive defeat on that front.

The defeat is not measured by favourable changes on the war map. These have been

slight in contrast with the vast areas conquered by the Nazis since June 19, 1941.

"It is the territory the Germans did not gain rather than that which the Russians

have regained that is significant. They did not take Stalingrad and so out off,

traffic on the Volga, They did not penetrate the Caucasus and so get control of

Russia’s chief oil supplies. They did not reach the Caspian. Above all they did not

break the fighting power and spirit of the Russian army.

"Hitler* s great plan for 1942 was to do all these things. He then would have

been able to turn his main strength westward. This he cannot do now. He is facing
another winter nightmare against more Russian tanks, more Russian guns and better if

not more numerous Russian planes than he had to deal with a year ago.

"If there is a comparison between wars Russia is Hitler’s Verdun, Millions

of Russians have won this victory over our common enemy,"

MANAGEMENT-LABOUR COMMITTEES

American industry is making good use of management- labour committees states

the New York Times today. Some 1600 plants now have such committees and they are

helping to increase war production ~,

There has developed a war workers’ suggestion system. Suggestions average

1,500 monthly and 30% of them deal with practical shop hints or production shortcuts.

By mid-November suggestions totalled 10,645 including 4,511 of a mechanical nature.
In all 909 have been put into effect and 829 were still under consideration.

By

helping to develop the skill and perfect the techniques of a vast man-power
the work to win" plan makes a real contribution both to the war effort and to better

relations between labour and management for the longer future.
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"HEROISM OF THE BRITISH SPIRIT"

Mr. Churchill’s disclosure that on the morrow of the Dunkirk evacuation Britain

had less than 100 tanks available against the whole massive power of the German armour

is a startling reminder of what is still one of the greatest wonders of the war

states the New York Herald-Tribune,

Even the less than a 100 tanks remaining wore of an inferior design which had

proved itselfincapable of standing up to the German artillery. It has been said else-

where that the Flanders campaign and Dunkirk, left only three squadrons of Fighter
aircraft intact in Britain, The' pathetic eagerness with which the British absorbed

surplus American stocks of antiquated world-war rifles and field artillery ~,, suggests
the desperate nature of the need. .

Some even believe,though this has been disputed, that when Hitler months later

finally got around to the attack on Britain he still came within an ace of winning it

and that if the air assault had been pushed only a little farther the British would
have been paralyzed* That may not be true but one can more easily credit it from the

figures on the Battle of Britain only now published. ....

It is inexplicable the.t Britain, like the French, like ourselves, like almost

everyone save possibly the Russians, so grossly underrated the, appalling, power for evil

organized into the Nazi war -machine and were so poorly prepared to met it. But it is

miraculous that they never quite could get that fact through their heads,- that they
could never believe that they were beaten and as a result saved'civilization,

Unintentionally as it were they bluffed Hitler into two colossal errors - one when

underestimating the British he decided,to complete the French conquest first; the other

when overestimating German strength he decided to* eliminate Russia before --attempting
the Channel, In those two decisions the. downfall _of Hitlerism was written and each

flowed'hot from the material force of guns or bombs but from the indestructible heroism

of the British spirit.

KILLING OF JEWS A MANOEUVRE

Samuel Grafton writing in the New York Post today says: The murder of certainly

more than a million and very probably two million European Jews by Hitler is in part

a bid to anti-semitism in the west as his invasion of Russia was a bid to Russophobia
These murders represent an effort by Hitler to mobilize the dregs of western life

on his behalf, to rouse to his support the shrews and fishwives of anti-semitism, the

frustrated and the confused' and unhappy and the perverse

Once it was enough for Hitler to set-up oh anti-commintern pact to mobilize larger
sections of western anti-communist feeling. When that were out he had to go to invade

Russia itself and there is every evidence that he has been shocked by the refusal of the

western world ~,,
to break ranks - in answer to his manoeuvre; Once it was enough for him

to expropriate the property of some Jews, to set up occupational barriers against some

others, for him to mobilize anti-semitism.*
•. That dose wore put too and how it is

necessary for him to increase it
~.., ■

A people is being killed to make a political point. The horror of what is now

going on lies precisely in the fact that it is a manoeuvre that this unprecedented mass

murder is one man's tactical decision.,,,.

The only way to resist this tactic is to resist it. The only way to block the

Russian manoeuvre was to, help Russia, The only way to block the Jewish manoeuvre is

to help the Jews by;,., the establishment of new guarantees for the punishment of the

murderers and for the future of this people.

A YEAR OF ACHIEVEMENT

The Atlanta Constitution states: "The first year of American participation in the

world-war has been a year of achievement in the building of fighting strength which is

little short of miraculous, V/e simply dived in and set to work to produce every item of

war material in as great a quantity and as quickly as v/e could.

"Now there will be more systematic organization of the nationalwar plant. In

a word, co-ordination into a systematized carefully planned and thus additionally power-

ful fighting front in home industry will be the objective of the nation during its

second year of war,"

U.S. OFFICE OF WAR INFORMATION
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